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HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTIONS

OF 2 X 2 MATRDC ARGUMENT

ARE EXPRESSIBLE IN TERMS OF APPELL'S FUNCTIONS F4

TOM KOORNWINDER AND IDA SPRINKHUIZEN-KUYPER

Abstract. It is proved that the hypergeometric function of 2 X 2 matrix

argument is expressible as a solution of the partial differential equations for

Appell's function F4. As a result the first-mentioned function can be written

as a sum of two f4-functions.

1. Introduction. Hypergeometric functions of matrix argument, introduced

by Herz [6] are of considerable interest in multivariate statistics (cf., for

instance, Constantine [2] and James [7]). Until now the hypergeometric

functions of matrix argument on the one hand and of Appell and Lauricella

type on the other hand seemed to be completely different generalizations of

the one-variable case. In the present note it will be shown that at least in the

two variable case some relationship exists between these generalized hyperge-

ometric functions. It will be proved that both the hypergeometric function

2Fx(a, b; c; W) of 2 X 2 matrix argument W and Appell's hypergeometric

function in two variables F4(a, b; c — \, 1 + a + b — c; x,y) are solutions

of the same set of partial differential equations. Since a fundamental system

of solutions around (0, 0) of the partial differential equations for F4 is known,

there follows an explicit expression of 2Fx(a, b; c; W) as a linear combina-

tion of two F4 functions. For literature about F4 functions see Erdélyi [4,

§5.7].
The idea that the results presented here would be valid, originated from our

research on a class of rothogonal polynomials in two variables (cf. Koorn-

winder and Sprinkhuizen [9]). In a forthcoming paper we will extend the

results presented here to the solutions of the partial differential equations of

F4 with arbitrary parameters, thus continuing the work initiated by Erdélyi

[3].

2. Preliminaries. Constantine [2] gives a series expansion for pFq(W) in

terms of so-called zonal polynomials which were introduced by James [7]. If

If is a 2 X 2 matrix then the zonal polynomials are explicitly known (cf.

James [8, (7.9)]). This results in the explicit expansion
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= 2 2
(*M<-i),(f)„«(

(XY\(m+l)/2r       \ x + Y

(2.1)

a, b, c G C, c =t |, 0, - i, - 1, . . . ,   JÍJ6C, \X\, | Y\ < 1, where P„(x)
denotes the Legendre polynomial of degree n (cf. Erdélyi [5]). Note that

*(**«[o   S])-20 (c)mml
2Fx(a,b; c;X).

For

z^r)-^«,»;«^*   °]),

Muirhead [10] gives the following set of partial differential equations:

1   *0 -*)
*(1 - X)ZXX + '

1   rO - O

f 2     A-

(2.2a)

2     Z- Y

7(1- F)Zyy + i     x-Y    Zx

Zy   =    ¿7ÔZ,

(2.2b)

+ {^H«****)7-!1?^}*--*
and he proves that 2-f7i(a> ¿>; c; [q y]) is the unique solution of each of these

differential equations that satisfies the additional properties

(a) Z (X, Y) is a symmetrical function of X and Y, and

(b) Z is regular at (0, 0) and Z(0, 0) = 1.

The hypergeometric function F4(a, ß; y, y'; x,y) of two variables is de-

fined by

00     °°   (a)      ( ß)

F4(a,ß;y,y';x,y)=  £    2    , w n    77 *V* (2.3)

a, ¿8, y, y' G C, y, y' * 0, - 1, - 2, ... ,   x,y G C,  |x|'/2 + H'/2 < 1, cf.

Appell and Kampé de Fériet [1] or Slater [11]. Note that

00   (a) (ß)

F4(a, ß; y, y'; 0, v) = 2      A    ,    ^ = 2*, («, ß\ Y'*?).
n = 0      w /n"-

The function F4(a, /?; y, y'; ■x.J') satisfies the following set of partial differen-

tial equations:
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*0 - x)zxx - Ixyz^ - y2zyy + (y - (a + ß + l)x)zx

(2.4a)
- (o + ß + l)yzy = aßz,

-x\x - 2xyZxy + y(l - y)zyy - (a + ß + l)xzx
(2.4b)

+ (y'-(a + ß+ l)y)zy = aßz.

In any simply connected region included in {(x,y) E C2\x ¥=0,y^0, |x|1//2

+ \y\x/2 < 1), the general solution of (2.4(a),(b)) reads

z(x,y) = AF4(a, ß; y, y'; x,y)

+ Byx^'F4(l + a-y', 1 + ß - y'; y,2 - y'; x,y)

+ Cxx^F4(l + a - y, 1 + ß - y;2 - y, y'; x,y) (2.5)

+ Dxx-y-y'F4(2 + a - y - y', 2 + ß - y - y';

2 - y, 2 - y';x,y),

provided that y and y' are noninteger (cf. Appell and Kampé de Fériet [1]).

3. The main result. Consider the transformation of variables

x = XY,      y = (l- X)(l - Y). (3.1)

Theorem 3.1. The function given by (2.1) is an analytic function of x and y in

some neighbourhood of (0, 1) and it satisfies the system of partial differential

equations (2.4(a),(b)) with a ■= a, ß ■= b, y '■= c — \, y' :=  1 + a + b — c.

Proof. The first statement is clear from (2.1). For proving the second

statement let S and T denote the equations (2.2a) and (2.2b), respectively.

Then (2.4a) and (2.4b) are obtained by transforming the equations

in terms of x and j\   □

Theorem 3.2.

„/   .     \x   oi\    r(pr(c - a - b)
2fx I*' b' C> I 0     Y\)=Y(c~a)Y(c-b)

XF4{a,b;c-\, 1 + a + b - c; XY, (1 - A-)(l - Y))

Y(c)Y(a + b- c) , m h

+      r\a)m     «' - yXi - r»"-

xF4(c - b, c- a;c- {-, 1 + c- a- b;XY,(l - X)(l - Y)),

with X and Y such that all terms are well defined and provided that c is not an

integer or half integer < \ and that a + b — c is not an integer.

Proof. Let z(x,y) denote the function given by (2.1) considered as a

function of x and y in a neighbourhood of (0, 1). Then z(x,y) is analytic in a

neighbourhood of some point (0,y),0 <y < 1. In view of (2.5) it follows that
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z = AFÁa, b; c - j , \ + a + b - c; x,y)

+ Byc-"-bF4(c - b,c - a;c - i , 1 + c - a- b; x,y).

Restriction to x = 0 gives

2FX (a, b; c; 1 - y) = A 2Fx(a, b; 1 + a + b - c;y)

+ Byc~"-b 2Fx(c - b, c - a; 1 + c - a - b;y).

It follows from Erdélyi [4, §2.10] that

_ T(c)T(c -a-b) T(c)T(a + b - c)

T(c - a)T(c - b) ' T(a)T(b) '   D
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